Wednesday, February 9th at 6:00 PM

William (Billy) Heim
Nightprowler Guide Service
ARTIFICIAL & LIVE BAIT SPRING STRATEGIES FOR GENEVA LAKE
William “Billy” Heim started Night Prowler Guide Service in 1992 as a part time service
that taught people the joys of night fishing on Geneva Lake. In 2016, Billy began guiding
both day and night, targeting multi species year-round.
He also guides ice fishing clients. As a result of his time
on the water, he has become one of Geneva’s most
notable guides. Heim also occasionally fishes Big Green
Lake.
After running some informal night fishing contest on
Geneva, Heim began a professional tournament career
several years ago with Anglers Choice Tournament Trail,
as well as other circuits, fishing Geneva and surrounding
bodies of water. He experienced success on the
Angler’s Choice Tournament Trail finishing in the top
three overall several times and most recently, a firstplace finish in the 2021 Anglers Choice - Team of the
Year. William also qualified for multiple end-of-season
national championships.
Billy specializes in unique ways of teaching others how
to adapt to the toughest conditions on Geneva. With the walleye population growing on
Geneva, William developed both daytime and nighttime techniques to catch this elusive
species on Geneva’s clear water. You also might want to book him for through the ice
Lake Trout next winter. William’s presentation for this meeting will focus on both artificial
and live bait presentations for springtime bass on Geneva. To learn more about Heim,
check him out on Facebook.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Wednesday, March 9th at 6:00 PM
Andrew Ragas – Northwoods Bass Fishing Adventures
EARLY SEASON BASS STRATEGIES
Illinois Club Meetings are on the 2nd Wednesdays 6:00 PM
Poplar Creek Bowl
2354 W Higgins Rd.
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192

Guests Are Always Welcomed
Guest Fee $5.00
Food/Beverage Available for Purchase

